
Haywards Heath & District Table Tennis League 
Season 2014/2015 
 
Matchday 4 (22nd October 2014) 
 
 
Premier Division 

 
Bullets move into third place with ten points following a win over Hang Em 
High who are second with eleven points. Top spot belongs to Dynamos with 
twelve points. New premier looks evenly matched. 
 
This week Dynamos and One Hit Wonders tied at five games all. For 
Dynamos two each for Dennis Hayden and Matt Caddy with one from Richard 
Caddy. For One Hits a treble from Marc Burman plus one from Luke 
Gallagher. One Hits third player Lynne Trussell combined with Marc Burman 
to defeat Dennis Hayden and Matt Caddy in the all important doubles to draw 
the match. 
 
Surprisingly Hang Em High went down 7-3 to Bullets. For Bullets Fred Bodeau 
was in fantastic form winning all three singles, and then with Tomas Pomej 
defeated Andrew Sharland and Eric Smith in the doubles. Tomas Pomej won 
two and Jake Allonby won one. For Hang Em High two for Andrew Sharland 
including a determined fifth set win over Tomas Pomej. Michael Bridger won 
one.  
 
Bats came through with a 7-3 win in a tough match verses Game Changers. 
Seven of the ten games went to four and five sets. For Bats, two apiece for 
Les Hopkins, Bob Hoare and George Mariner with Bob and George winning 
the doubles. Game Changers Mike Day was the only player of the night with a 
treble to earn his team a valuable point. 
 
 
Division One 

 
Wanderers move into the top spot with ten points with a 6-4 win over Tigers.  
Gangsters, Paddlers and Tigers are all on eight points each. Again evenly 
matched divisions. 
 
A very good win saw Tigers defeating Wanderers with a team effort of two 
each for Samantha Monk and Kath Owston plus one from Steve with Kath 
and Steve combining to win the doubles for victory. For Wanderers a treble 
from Marcin Andrejewski plus one from Ray Parker. 
 
Lindfield Thunderbolts are moving up the division following a 9-1 win over he 
X Men. Thunderbolts will be further strengthened with the new signing of 
junior Kieran Grey. This week saw trebles from Jim Griffin, and David 
Metcalfe plus two from Charlie Hough. Charlie and Jim went on to win the 
doubles. For The X Men the only win came from the determined John Bridger 
who defeated Charlie Hough in the fifth set. 



 
Division Two 

 
Following an 8-2 win over Pingwins, Bashers are leading the division by six 
points. Match report on this match comes from Kate Bridger. The Pingwins 
played a smashing game but unfortunately it wasn’t up to scratch against the 
Bashers. The trio of bashers, playing X Y Z may be the last letters in the 
alphabet but they were not last tonight, winning 8-2 to gain maximum points. 
Lots of matches were very close. Trebles for Kate Bridger and Luke Allum 
plus two from Annabel Bridger. For Pingwins the singles win for Rupert 
Browning over Annabel Bridger plus a great doubles win for Rupert Browning 
and Jim Allum over the Bashers pairing of Kate Bridger and Luke Allum. 
 
Spin Masters with Tom and Luca Christophersen plus Sam Oosterbaan 
defeated Boys United 7-3 with most games going to four and five sets. For 
Spin Masters a Captains treble from Sam Oosterbaan plus two apiece from 
Father and Son Tom and Luca. For Boys United a hard well earned point 
came from a singles win each for Jack Ashworth and Noah Loncar plus the 
doubles win for Jack and Noah. 
 
Ashenground went down 7-3 to give the improving team of Parents Unite their 
first win. A first treble for Peter Dunsby plus two each from Dean Naude and 
Colin Cooper. For Ashenground two wins for new signing Cathy Seiderer who 
also went on to win the doubles with Shirley Williams.   
 
 
Report by Brian Taite. 
 


